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CHAPTER - IV
INDUSTRIAL

DEVELOPMENT

OF

THE

BIRBHUM DISTRICT

Introduction :
Signific~nt

differential development is the chief char3C-

teristic of the present day
factors. Different

indu~trial

considerati0~s,

pr01ress and other

however, apply to tile under-

developed

di~tricts,

where industrial progress is often incom-

patible,

In the present paper some aspects of

industri~l

ACti-

vities in Birbhum District, West Bengal have been discussed.
Favourable gee-economic factors available in a particular
area

~tand

review~

for industrial development in that place. The paper

itself to the analysis of composition and changes in

spatial temporal pattern of the industrial

ac~ivities

in

Birbhum District in the State of West Bengal. There is a set of
constraints which help for the development of industries; they
are in the nature of historical, political and cultural and
geographical in categories. But no sucn improvement has yet
been thrown on its industrial composition and the changes that
have taken place within the study area.
Comprising an area of 4550.0 sq.

~m.

the Birbhum District

has a population 1,775,909, the density of population being
390 per sq. km.

According to Annual Survey of Director of

Factories, Birbhum has 87 factories employing 3828 persons (in
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1971).

Birbhum is fairly rich in the production of various

raw materials particularly from agriculture and mininq.
Birbhum is one of the backward districts of West Bengal
which is the leading producer of rice. The rice mill and other
aqro-based industries which depend upon supplies of agroraw materials from other districts. The economic and rehabilitation of this background district will considerably depend
upon development of agro-based, large or small scale
according to
Both

av~ilability

em~erical

indu~tries

of infrastructure.

and quantitative

~naly~is

are adopted to

show the differential industrial development in Birbhum
District.

Methodoloay :
The methodology adopted for thQ. preparation of
curve, showinq the dispersion of a group,

~uch

as,

~en7

Po~e

stations, area and industrial population (manufacturing
activities). It is a measure of equality ann inequality in
nature. It is, in effect, a competative percentaqe curve, combinina the factor among the items. The less the

~rea

between

the Lorenz curve and diagonal straight line, the greater is
the homoaeneity in the distribution, i.e. less is the dispersian. On the other hand, the larger the area, the larger is
the

di~persion,

measure.

Lornez curve does not yield a numberical
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It is evident from the Lorenz curve where the gap between
the curve and the line of equal distribution is great which
implies unbalanced distribution. Maximum industrial activities
(workers) is in Rampurhat P.S. where it accounts for l6.62iof the total workers ; minimum concentration is found in Illamba1.ar Police Station where it accounts for only 3.2li- of the
total

wor~ers.

populAtion

i~

So it envisaged that a very low percentage of
enaaqed in industrial activity. According to

Census of 1971 in all the Police Stations

~rimary

activity is

the dominant function.
The Fiq. 2 shows the proportion of industrial workers to
total workers in the different police stations of the Birbhum
District. It is interesting to note that in Rampurhat, Suri,
Dubrajpur, Sainthia, Bolpur, Muraroi Police Stations are
industrially developed but in most of the places, such as,
Muhammadbazar, Illambazar, Nanoor, Lebhpur Police Stations
a large section of the people depend on agriculture for their
livelihood partly because of industrial backwardness of the
areas concerned and partly bec,use of lack of communication and
transport facilities.
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~here

the phenomena being mapped can be broken down into

not more than three percentage components, we can make use of
facing triangles or terniary diaqrams.
Research on a fucies traingle in which the three varieties represent 100 percent ot each ot the three components,
P, S, T which denotes, P = Primary, S = Sedondary, T=Tertiary
respectively and points within the traingle represent combinations of these three, For example, point indicates a mixture
of 80.32Y. primary activities, 5.54Y. secondary activities, and
14.14Y. tertiary activities.
'~lark

(1940) in the conditions of economic progress

.

suggested that the breakdown of a country's employment into
primary, secondary and tertiary industries might provide a
sensitive index of economic growth and that the chaninn composition of areas might be plottedLon facies ttaingler.
However, less use has been made of the method than its potential

suggests'~

From the Figure it becomes clear that primary

activities is dominant in this district, lack of advantageous
conditions of industry.
To quantify the relationship between'Total Population and
Industrial Population of Birbhum District, we may conceive
of these two distribution as two statistical surfaces,
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From this calculation we have to note that between
the total population and industrial population, the correlation is less.

This is used as a measure of linear corre-

lation between X andY.
The another method is used here 'Spearman product
moment correlation co-efficient' which is calculated by using
the variables. For

examp~e,

classification of industries

(Industrial groups) and percent of total workers or employment.
In order to classification in qualities arrange the
individuals, usinq numbers, 1, 2, and 3 •••.• n. The individuals
are then said to be ranked.

The correlation co-efficient

between the two series of ranks is called
lation Co-efficient".

th~

''Rank Corre-

It is given by the formula -

R - 1 - 6 3x 02 , where d represent~ the difference individual
n - n
in the member of individuals. This formula is also known as
Spearman formula for rank correlation co-efficient.

Table- 5

shows the percentage of total industrial groups considered
in the Birbhum District for 1971. The rank correlation has
been calculated in Table 5 based on some data.

Using 13

industrial groups for 1971 the ranks for least diversity, the
agro-based industries mainly dominant and go percent of the
units are unclassified, about 15i- is engaaed in manufacturing
activities, others are in other services. As regards employment

~qain

nearly

m~ximum

percentaqe of total industrial
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labour in agro-based, cotton mills and casting and forging
fire, clay and brick industry is absorbed by the unclassified
category. Thus the most interesting feature in this analysis
is the fact that, categories except 1,3,5,9,10

other cate-

gories do not absorb the maximum employees though there
have the moderate units.

This indicates that

5,9,10 i.e. aqro-based, cotton mill,
dres~inq

categorie~

manufactur~

1,3,

of nair

spun pipe and cement and castinq and faring

inrlu~-

tries are labour intensive. Maximum employment in these
~dvance

factories,

In the above picture it is

indicati~

that the maximum

rice mill and other factories are located in the Bolpur,
Sainthia, Labhpur, Ahmedpur, Rampurhat Police Stations etc.
for the development of Industrial town, communication and
•

other infrastructure facilities. But other Police Stations
are now in

b~c~ward

stage.

Industrial Development : A historical Profile
Industrial Base :

While some of the old time industries

such as brass and bellmetal, pottery, silk weavinq etc. are
languishing for want of raw materials and competition for
open

m~rket

new industries like cycle repairing, enqineerinn

etc. are open for employment in the Industrial areas.
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.The Muhammad Bazar area is very rich in mineral which
has attracted for industrial development in a new line.
Cottage industries are

~cattered

in the district in small

villages all through the district, which provide employment
to a good number of people.
The concentration of population is more in industrial
place due to availablity of employment earnings. This
was not an effect of industrial

gro~th

gro~th

; the population

increase of the urban areas was primarily due to the qrov'th
of the tertiary sector. A large part of urban population in
this District, primarily agricultural district, though derived
their incomes from the secondary and tertiary sectors of the

,.

economy, ultimately were sustained by agriculture.
The industrial police stations of this District
recorded a phenomenal growth of towns.

The percenta<1e share

•

of workers employment in large industrial output establ1shment
in different police stations of the district are due to
industrial capital employment.
Industrial Potential and plans for future development :
Industries do not have any significant role in the
economic life of the district with the gradual decline of
cottage industries, more and more people have taken to cultivation to earn their livelihood.

A number of industries can be
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developed in the different police stations of Birbhum district.
Such industries in most cases should have a horizontal linkage
of raw material
power and marketing. The present endeavour of the Government
is, therefore, to develop as mainly as the old time rural
crafts as possible, side by side with new industries where
more and more people

c~n

be conveniently employed. Manufact-

uring employment is maximum in the areas where rice mills are
locaterl with the modernisation of the

pl~nts,

it may be

possible to employ more people in the rice mills. Proper
arranoernent for bank flnrtnce is exp0cted to help economically
.crl..·
.f; _.,a
the 2,000 families of weavers operating in the District. \t fJt 1,.
present, the weavers are mostly wage

earner~

when most of the

I

industries being owned by some influential outsiders. The
area comprising Muhammad Bazar is very rich in minerals.

Bl~ck

stone suitable for road ballast and concrete chips are also
found in the district. Proper

utili~Otion

of these resources

may help the local people to qet gainful employment. .)1
fJI"'

~
V"""'<V .

IJI* .

In fine, it is rather interesting to see to what extent
the spatial distribution of different categories of
is related to that of the various ways as

~

industrie~

whole throughout

the district.
With this end in view Spearman's correlation co-efficient have been calculated for all the industrial groups in
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terms of both number of units and employment which may be tabulated as follows. from the table l."'e see that the field of
specialisation of different district in rice millinq or agrobased industry.
Birbhum is an industrially backward district with hardly
any major industriPs worth the name. The development of small
scale industries faultered largely due to

shynes~

of the local

entrepreneurs and partly due to the absence of sufficient
large and medium scale industries. In addition, the nonavailability of institutional finance
ture made the problem more complex.

~nd

required infrastructhere are

Prob~bly

at present 99 Nationalised Bank Branches, but their perfor~

~---~

mance in the SSI sector do not appear

to~be

~atisfactory.

Moreover, there are big gaps between sponsored and sanctioned
as well as sanctioned and disbursement figures which usually
disappoint the willing entrepreneurs to move to the door
•

of the Bank offices is only 351- which do not appear to be in
the better side.
look at the industrial map of the District

(Fi
I

for

maybe

visualised that there exists vast scope
And the O.I.C. during the last 7/8

years has tried to utilise this scope anrl developed a system
of co-ordination with the various departmentr. including
Nationalised Banks for the development ot cottage and small
scale industries. As an overall effort ot all these arrangement are coming to O.I.C. with new schemes to
selves in life.

est~blish

them-
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Practically a chanqe was noticed in the year 1990 when
a few

enterpri~ing

rice mill owners brought the technology of

extracting oil from coconut ot the south. There are at present
12 Coconut Oil Mills within this district which has been set
up with the acquired skill of the local labourers and the
initiative of the local business houses. It is also a fact that
people still hesitate to opt for risky venture and normally
chose the less risky

scheme~

like wheat grinding, brick manu-

facturing, coke briquette. However, recently, a group of new
entrepreneurs have come who have set up new sophisticated
units like H.D.P.E.oven sacks, Railway sleepers, Mosaic Tiles,
Cables, Biscuits manufacturing etc. This has been possible

...

with the active co-operation of D.I.C. officials and Ncttionalised
Banks as well as other organisations. In this chapter an
attempt has been made to show the rate of progress in the field
of industry, presenting achievements

ye..~rwis~.

evident from the table that the purpo'e of

It will be

~nalising

the

various activities through one umbrella administration of
D.I.C. could prove worthwhile to a considerable deqree.
From the Tables 8, 10 that

~hov,

identification of entre-

preneurs that pro-D.I.C. period upto 1977-78 entrepreneurs are
not available, but post D.I.C. period from 1978-79 to '85-'86
gradually increasing. From the project profile on post-D.I.C.
periods shows 1978 to 1979 to '85-86 gradually increasing,

~(/

'
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"
but

a peak point of all years. From the Table 12

and

it

was remarked that on post O.I.C. p€riod

number of beneficiaries and employment is too much in the
State than that of Central. Even that

al~o,

amount provided

is much hiqher in 1985-86 than that of 1978-79. From the
Table 13 on post D.I.C. period that
ca~es

spon~ored

a number of

involved Government sanction of most of the

programme~.

From Table 14, it may bP seen that the Government made many

.

training programmes under E.D.P. Pro -D.I.C. pPriod and
po~t

D.I.C period. On pro

o.I.c.

period the concept of

training was involved and post D.I.C. period No. of trainees
enrolled and no. of trainees completed different types of
Trade courses.
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Industrial Accommodat5.on :
So far the infrastrure facilities in terms of industrial accommodation is found to be poor in Birbhum District.
Most of the small scale units had to arrange their accomnodation themselves and there

is~

a single industrial area

or estate in the district. However, after formation of the
District Industries Centre the problem was duly recognised
and a pl2n has been drawn up to construct five industrial
estates in different centres, viz., suri, Sainthia, Bolpur,
Illambazar and Dubrajpur.

At Bolpur an area of 21.32 acres

have been earmarked for the upcoming industrial estate as in
Illambazar 11 acres land is available for the purpose where
another estate is to be built. Discussion,. with DIC reveals
that two types of plots will be developed in that area for
distribution to the small scale units viz. 100 square feet
plot and 50 square feet plot. Construction of shed will be
the responsibility of the small Scale unit. Plots will be
allotted to the units by the Land Distribution Committee.
It has been assessed that about 80 small scale units will
be benefitted by way of getting plots in the area. Field
investigation reveals that the area offers an excellent
location in terms of infrastructure facilities.
Integrated rural development project is an All-India
programme to
community. In

·J·{t'~rc
·~est

benefit to the ,.,reaker section of the
Bengal along vJi·th other districts,
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Birbhum was also
of

I~DP

Drou~ht

under the proyram:ne. The progress

in tiirbhum DiGtrict as an 1.8.80 is drmexed as

Credit is an essential

in~ut

to all types of inuus-

tries. However, the need for adequate credit is more in cctse
of small and cottage type of industries which generally
leave a week capital base.
In order to assPss future need o[ credit and to sustain an equitable flow of the same a District Credit Pldn
(1980-82) is being prepared by United Commercial Bank (as the

Lead Bank) as per the guidelines pr-Jvided by the Keserve
Bank of India.

.

Alloc.J.tion of credit Programme for 1980
ALLO~:\TIUJ.-J

Banks

DCCB

(

in .K.s. 000)
Rural &
Service
Cottage
I .~ctw.stri . .~s

u.b' C.r{C:,;...l i'

Agri

S3I

To t-.11

49661

50

2422

500

52633

LDB

8722

uco

3981

2734

234

2514

9463

SBI
UBI
Union
CBI
Allahabad
UBI

5255

1894

249

1323

8721

4508

3939

116

1317

9880

962

246

113

544

1865

238

300

18

395

951

598

252

73

845

1768

601

~51

728

4194

92

18
365

583

1B99
5234

78720

10058

3608

8749

101135

MGB

source

Lead Bank
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It is a well-known fact that prosperity of small scale
unit largely depends on the type of plant and machinery
involved in the production. It has been often found that a
large number of units have either become sicker and closed
due to installation of wrong or substandard machinery.
This has happened in

~ost

cases due to the absence of proper

knowledge amongst intrepreneurs. All these facts indicate a
need for stronger activities of NSIC in the District.
Adequate supply of raw material in time is prerequisite
of industrial growth. In Birbhum District the Private raw
material market is totally unorg,:u1ised. The

s~ll

scale

industries have to depend largely on public sector supply.
Marketing assistance to small scale sector in the form
of institutional efforts was never attempted earlier in the
District outside to control purchase programmes of the
Union Government or the

·~tute.

rn

recent days decision hcts

been taken to open four marketing outlets in different parts
og the District to cater to the locctl need by the
o£

tn~

prout~ts

small scale units.
Entrepreneurship has been recognised as an essential

ingredient of economic development. The entrepreneurship
in the district is b.3sically shy due to the following
reasons : (a)

lack of motivation on the part of indiViduals;

8(1

(b)

preference for traditional occupational and
finance;

(c)

apathy, sense of fear and insecurity towards
Government initiated and sponsored ;?rogram.nes;

(d)

less thinking of alternative avocution

(e)

lack of finance for initial investment.

(f)

lack of support from f ami 1 y

&

co m:nuni ty for his

enterprise;
(g)

lack of requisite managerial skill;

(h)

absence of confidence.
G.::!nerall y, there are two sources of entrepreneurship,

viz., traders community

&

technocrats. Apart from the ctbovt->,
~

a number or ED training courses have l.>een organised in tne
District with the i:-d. ti ..:1tive and actiVI.! support of the
District Industries Centre, which are highli.;Jhted.
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